Urban Design and Transportation Working Group Meeting Agenda

Thursday, July 3, 2014
4:00 - 5:30 p.m.
Ballard Landmark - Multipurpose Room
5433 Leary Ave NW

Meeting Objectives
- Build on the work to identify the character of different areas in central Ballard in order to guide development regulations and design guidelines and street concept plans.
- Identify existing and future open space elements, focusing on streetscapes and private open space, to provide direction on how they work together, and support the fabric of the Ballard core.

4:00 p.m.        Intro & Questions               Tom and Catherine
    • Update on Meeting Schedule and Topics

4:05 p.m.        Summary of Last Meeting       Aditi
    • Streets character, role and elements that give the street its identity.
    • Key strengths, opportunities and challenges for each street.
    • Future vision for the streetscape.
    • Discussion

4:30 p.m.        Open Space Mapping            David & Aditi

Open Space Overview

The UDaT will work as one group to answer these questions:
- How well do existing spaces fit to form a network? How can connections be improved or gaps filled?
- How can existing and future spaces provide the greatest benefits to the neighborhood's future role, function and character?
- Define open space (park, privately-owned, through block, woonerf etc), and characterize uses would activate it (3+ reasons people would use it)?

5:10               Summary of Discussion / Direction  All

5:25 p.m.         Announcements/Public Comments/Future Meetings  All

5:30 p.m.         Adjourn